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Introduction
The Davis Mountains are anerosional remnantof avol-
canic field thatprobablycovered5 to 10 timestheirpresent
areal extent of approximately 2,000 square miles. Many
previous workers believed that much of the extrusive
material innearby partsof westernTrans-Pecos Texas was
erupted from the central Davis Mountains (Colton,1957,
p. 76; Lewis, 1949, p. 89; McAnulty, 1955, p. 543; Za-
briskie,1951, p. 36).To test this idea, petrologic, strati-
graphic, and structural investigations weremade in order
tounderstand therelationshipsamong thevarious extrusive
and intrusive rocks in thecentralDavis Mountains.
TheDavis Mountains are located inJeff Davis,Presidio,
and Brewster counties in Trans-Pecos Texas; this report
deals withabout 240 squaremiles in thehighestpart of the
range. Fort Davis is approximately 10 miles east of the
southernpartof themaparea,andMarfais about18 miles
southof the area.Readyaccess isprovidedby State High-
ways 166 and 118,Spur 78, several graded county roads,
and numerousunimprovedranchroads.
The Davis Mountains lie on the southeast end of the
DiabloPlatform of Permian age (King,1942,p.665-666).
The Diablo Platform is bounded on the northeast by the
Delaware basin,and on the southwest by the Marfabasin.
The central Davis Mountains consist of a seriesof soda-
rich,silicic pyroclastic units and lava flows of late Eocene
to Oligocene age. The volcanic rocks were intruded by
stocks, sills,and dikes, mostly in the same compositional
range, duringthelatter part of theperiodof eruptiveactiv-
ity. Thirteen volcanic units,with an aggregatethickness of
approximately 2,500 feet, and six intrusive units were
mapped.
The volcanic sequenceincludes air-fall tuff,ignimbrites,
and ordinary lava flows.Butmostof thestratigraphic units
exhibit field and petrographic features indicating amecha-
nism of origin that is intermediate between ignimbrites
and lava flows; these units may have been spread by a
nueeardente type of eruption, followed by a stageof flow
as viscous liquids.
The volcanic rocks are cut by high-angle normal faults
of Tertiary age whichgenerallystrikeNW toNNW, paral-
lel to many of the major structural features of Trans-Pecos
Texas. Displacement of most faults is down to the south-
west,but there aremanyexceptions.
Most of the intrusions are in a zone trending about N.
30° W., approximately on strike with a similar trend of
major intrusive bodies in the BigBend depression south-
east of the DavisMountains. This major subsidence struc-
tureprobably extends to theDavis Mountains and is asso-
ciated with the eruption of the tremendous volume of ex-
trusivematerial.
Hydrothermally silicified and kaolinized volcanic rocks
are most abundant in the southwestern part of the area.
Silicified rocks are not common in the northeast where
kaolinite and nontronite are the most abundant hydro-
thermal products. The alteration pre-dates some of the
youngest volcanic units and is probably associated with
emplacementof theintrusions.
The earliest geological work in theDavisMountains was
a reconnaissance study by Yon Streeruwitz (1890, 1893).
Osann (1892, 1896) described anumber of igneous rocks
collected by Yon Streeruwitz, recognized their alkalic na-
ture, and mentioned their similarities to the Permian ig-
neous rocks of theOsloregioninNorway.
The Buck Hill volcanic series in the Buck Hill quad-
rangle,about 30miles south-southeast of themaparea,was
worked out by Goldich and Elms (1949). The Buck Hill
series is recognizedby McAnulty (1955) in the Cathedral
Mountain quadrangle,about 20 miles southeast of themap
area. Eifler (1951) described the McCutcheon volcanic
series intheBarrilla Mountains,about 20miles east-north-
eastof themaparea.TheBuck HillandMcCutcheon series,
whichdiffer considerably in thickness and lithology, repre-
sent conditions at widelyseparatedpartsof alarge volcanic
field. Both these volcanic sequences are older than most,
if not all, of the volcanic rocks in the maparea. Several
graduate students, most of them under the supervision of
R.K.DeFord at The University of Texas at Austin have
mapped other areas in the northern Davis Mountains.
Wightman (1953) mapped asequence of volcanic rocks
about 10miles westof thecentral DavisMountains. Wood-
ward (1954) describedasimilar sequence from theKillam
deep test well about 15 miles west of the central Davis
Mountains. The Volcanic unitsdescribed byWightman and
Woodward arenot lithologically correlative with those in
the map area, with the possible exception of some of the
uppermostbasalt.
Hempkins (1962),the first tododetailedmapping within
the areacovered by this report, worked out volcanic and
intrusiverock sequencesin thecomplexSawtoothMountain
area.The writerhasmodified Hempkins'interpretations in
light of additional dataand mapping ina larger area.
Snyder (1962,p.209-210) and Vogel (1942) discussed
the silicified flows and tuffs in the central Davis Moun-
tains. Snyder (1962, p. 209) reported the association of
kaolin, rutile,and fine-grained white cristobalite with the
silicified rocks inthe southern part of themaparea.
Snyder (1962,p. 205) also pointed out that consistent
correlation cannotbe made between opticalproperties and
relative abundances of cations of Na,X,and Cain feldspars
of felsic rocks within the central Davis Mountains.
Harvill (1961) examined the distribution of certain
elements in hydrothermally altered rocks froma road cut
just east of Madera Canyon roadside park in the northern
partof themaparea.
Anderson (1962) established that the snowflake texture
of many of the volcanic rocks resulted fromdevitrification.
Dr. J. L.Snyder interested the writer in the problem,
originally supervised the research, and later served as an
off-campus dissertationcommittee member. A fuller under-
standing of fieldrelationships resulted fromdiscussion with
Dr. J. Hoover Mackin, the dissertation supervisor, who
also gave manyhelpful suggestions for the manuscript.
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Special credit isdueDr.S.E.Clabaughfor hishelpand
encouragement,as well as for his valuable criticismsof the
manuscript.Professor R.K.DeFord was most helpfuldur-
ing the preparation of the dissertation. Able assistance in
the field was givenby StevenV.Smith in1961 and Carlos
R.Vargas-U. in1962. Numerous conversations with W.B.
Hempkins wereofgreat value.Dr.JohnP.Brandof Texas
Technological College provided helpful comments in the
field during thesummerof 1962.
Deep appreciation is expressed toMr. TerryGraham of
the Long X ranch staff for his friendship and generosity
during the field work. Thanks also are due the following
residents of Jeff Davis and Culberson counties for their
hospitality and cooperation: Messrs. Ralph Boone, Will
and John Reynolds, C. Moore, Ben Gearheart, George
Jones,Bryant Harris,Don Mclvor,A.R. Eppenaur, John
Fitzgerald, Dave Medley,Fritz Kahl,Dick Schwartz,Roy
Largent, "Skinny" Friend,Jim Espy,and Mrs.G.Merrill.
The following fellowships, scholarships, and grants fi-
nanced the cost of field work and much of the residence
work at The University:Sigma Xi,RESA Grant-in-Aid of
Research for the summerandfallof 1961; WalterB.Sharp
Scholarship in Geology (The University of Texas) for the
spring of 1962; National Science Foundation Summer
Fellowship for Teaching Assistants for 1961; University
Fellowship (The University of Texas) for the summer of
1962;project grantno.893-62of thePenrosebequest from
theGeological Societyof America for 1962-63.
GeologicFormations
Rocks exposed in the central Davis Mountains range in
age from Cretaceous (?) to Quaternary. Metamorphosed
limestone and sandstone constitute the rocks of Creta-
ceous(?) age. Igneous extrusive and intrusive rocks con-
stitute the rocks of Tertiary age. Quaternary rocks include
terrace gravel, alluvium,andcolluvium. This report deals
onlywith theCretaceous(?) andTertiary rocks.
Cretaceous(?)Rocks
Marble and quartzite, metamorphosed Cretaceous(?)
sedimentary rocks,crop out overan areaof something less
than a square mile in H.0. Canyon south of Sawtooth
Mountain. The light color of the metasedimentary rocks
contrasts strikingly with the surrounding igneous rocks,
and it has given rise to the local name of "White Hills"
for the outcrop area.Rocks from this area were first de-
scribedby Osann (1896,p.400).
Marble isby far themoreabundant of thetworock types.
It is light gray, locally white or light brownish gray,and
very fine grained. Of the five specimens examined, one
contains 2 percent and another 10 percent fine-grained,
yellow, anhedral garnet(?). The others contain no calc-
silicates, but a small amount of quartz is present in all
three.
Hempkinscollected several distorted,high-spired gastro-
pods from the marble. They are toohighly distorted for
accurateidentification but are thought to beaquatic forms,
notnecessarilymarine (Hempkins,1962, p.30).
The marble is folded into several tight, asymmetrical
anticlines andsynclines whichplungegently to the eastand
southeast. It is in fault contact with intrusive rocks to the
south. A fault along the northern border of the metasedi-
mentary block is suggested by the greater abundance of
coarsely brecciated limestone and volcanic rock in the
stream gravel there than elsewhere. The irregular eastern
boundary probably results from intrusion into themarble
of quartzmicrosyenite andquartz trachyte,but nocontacts
areexposed.
R.K.DeFord identified the marble as probably Finlay
limestone of Albian age (Hempkins, 1962,p.31; Snyder,
1962, p.208).
Quartz is the onlyessentialmineralof thequartzite.Most
of the grains range from 0.08 mm to 0.4 mmin diameter,
but microcrystalline quartz is present in amounts up to
5 percent.Trace amountsof rounded zircon and subhedral
toeuhedralmagnetite-ilmenitegrainsoccurin thequartzite.
Because the quartzite crops out only in the crests of
anticlines it probably pre-dates the marble. R.K.DeFord
has identified the quartzite as probably Cox Sandstone of
Albian age (Hempkins,1962,p.31).
The most likely mechanism by which the metasedi-
mentary rocks of the White Hills attained their present
position and configuration is given in the following se-
quence of events: Faulting was accompanied by upward
movement of magma along fractures in the Cretaceous
rocks. Some of theCretaceous rocks were carried upward,
folded,and slightly metamorphosed as a result of faulting
andintrusion (Hempkins,1962, p.105-107).
TertiaryRocks
The Tertiary rocks of the Davis Mountains are a small
part of the Trans-Pecos alkalic igneous province, which
extends westward and southeastward intoMexico.
Osann (1896,p.428) reported the chemical analysis of
a specimen of the Sawtooth Mountain microsyenite. The
analysis lists 11.67% Na2O and 6.03%K2O, as compared
with4.0% and 4.5%,respectively, in an "average"syenite
(Daly, 1933, p.11).The Sawtooth Mountain specimen is
poorin CaOandslightlydeficient inA12O3.
Turner and Verhoogen (1960, p.194) stated that rocks
areclassed as alkalic if the ratio (K2O+ Na2O) to SiO2
or A12O3 is high enough to permit formation of alkalic
(commonly sodic) minerals such as feldspathoids and
aegirine.Feldspathoids indicate ahighproportionof alkali
metal oxides with respect to silica; aegirine, aegirine-
augite, and nonaluminous sodic amphiboles reflect ahigh
proportionof alkali metal oxides with respect to alumina.
Feldspathoidal igneous rocks have been recognized in
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many partsof Trans-Pecos Texas.Lonsdale (1940,p.1549
and 1564) described anumber of analcime-bearing rocks
in the Big Bend areato the south. Analcime occurs inig-
neousrocks inother areassouth andsoutheastof thecentral
DavisMountains (Eifler,1943,p.1636;Goldichand Elms,
1949, p.1154 and 1158; Moon, 1953, p. 189; and Mc-
Anulty,1955, p.561).Huffington (1943,p.1038) reported
analcime inigneousrocks of theQuitmanMountains,about
50 miles west-northwest of thecentral DavisMountains.
Feldspathoids have not been recognized in any rocks
from the central Davis Mountains,but flame photometer
analyses which show high ratios of Na and X to Ca in
feldspar phenocrysts substantiate the alkalic nature of the
rocks (Snyder,1962, p.201-202).
Sodium-rich mafic minerals also substantiate the alkalic
nature of the rocks within the central Davis Mountains.
Olive-brown hornblende and riebeckite, commonly as
mantles on the olive-brown hornblende,are themost abun-
dant amphiboles. Aegirine-augite is the most common
pyroxenein the intrusive rocks. Itis found in theextrusive
rocks but is less common than augite. Biotite is almost
übiquitous in the intrusive rocks,although commonly re-
sorbed, and occurs inmany of the volcanic rocks.
It is plain that the alkalic minerals represent a high
ratio of Na2O and K2O to A12O3 and CaO. The rocks are
not deficient in silica; indeed,many contain free quartz.
Extrusive Rocks
The extrusiverocksin the central Davis Mountains may
be divided into four general types based oncomposition:
rhyolite, latite,trachyte,andbasalt.
Most of the rhyolitic strata are ignimbrites. Following
Mackin (1960,p. 86), the term ignimbrite is used in this
paper
... for the depositionalunit formed by the nuee ardente type of
eruption without regard for the degree or method of lithification
fromlevel to levelor fromplace toplace.
Several kinds of evidence show that the rhyolite units are
ignimbrites. They are composed largely of glass shards
and crystal fragments, especially feldspars.Inspiteof their
silicic composition, they are sheet-like in form and cover
at least several hundred square miles, with two possible
exceptions (see map and fig. 1). Common distortion or
thinningof foliationlayersaroundphenocrysts isindicative
of compaction of plastic material rather than flow (Ross
andSmith,1961,p.34).
On the other hand, the rhyolite formations locally show
lineation in the foliation plane. The lineation is thought
to bea result of viscous flow (Rossand Smith,1961,p.34),
which marks theseunits as somewhat peculiar ignimbrites.
Mackin (1960, p. 99) described similar features in the
Baldhills andHole-in-the-WallMembers of theIsomForma-
tion of southwestern Utah. The Isom units have vesicular
tops;theDavisMountains rhyolites donot.
Fig.1. Fence diagramof volcanicrocks of the centralDavisMountains.
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Latite porphyry comprises three formations which are
almost identical petrographically. Twoof themoccupyonly
small partsof themaparea,but the thirdisquite extensive.
The greatareal extent of aunit as silicic as latite suggests
that it maybe an ignimbrite, but it is not as sheet-like as
therhyolites (fig.1),nor does itexhibit anyother features
of ignimbrites. Similar rocks, the rhomb porphyries, are
described by Oftedahl (1952) from the Oslo region of
Norway. Rutten and Van Everdingen (1961) suggested
that the Oslo rhomb porphyries are ignimbrites.
There aretwo trachyte units in thecentral Davis Moun-
tains; these are more restricted in areal extent than the
rhy'oliteandlatiteunits (map and fig.1).
The two basalt units are similar mineralogically, but
their relative ages arenotknown. Basalt is theleast abun-
dant extrusiverock typein themaparea.
Ignimbrites as stratigraphic unitsrit i i nits.— Zones based on de-
gree of welding and devitrification can be recognized in
the rhyolite units in the Davis Mountains but not as con-
sistently or clearly as in the idealized situation presented
by Smith (1960b,pi. 20).The zone of no weldingeither
is not preserved, never existed as a thick or widespread
deposit, orislargelycovered.Theonlyclearly defined zone
of partial welding examined by the writer is outside the
map area, in the vicinity of Fort Davis (Snyder, 1962,
p.199,fig.2,locality 6,andp.211).
Foliated black vitrophyre of the densely welded zone is
common but cannot be traced persistently over any large
area.The lack of continuity maybe a result either of its
(1) neverhaving been continuous, (2) complete devitrifi-
cation, or (3) being covered because of its high suscepti-
bility to weathering.Mackin (1960, pp. 91—92) pointed
out that the transition zonebetween vitrophyre andcrystal-
linerock in theBauers tuff of southwestern Utah is rarely
exposedbecause of itssusceptibility to weathering.
Foliated devitrified welded tuff is by far themost wide-
spread and abundant of the four rock types resulting from
weldingand devitrification.
Smith (1960b) suggested that high temperature,high
lithostatic load pressure, high volatile content, and high
silica content tend toproduce a greater zoneof dense weld-
ing, with ahighpropensity to crystallization (devitrifica-
tion).On thisbasis, assuming that the missing zoneswere
neverpresent to any great extent, individual ignimbrites
of the Davis Mountains representeither one or some com-
bination of the following:particularly thick;high temper-
ature; highly siliceous; or especially gas-rich ignimbrites.
The non-welded portions of ignimbrites are generally
non-sorted but may show lateral variation in size sorting
of the particles (Smith, 1960a,pp.821-823).The mecha-
nisms of origin of both air-fall and water-lain tuffs should
give rise to depositswhich show definite vertical variations
in grain size orbedding or both.No regular vertical varia-
tions in grain sizehave been observed among the rocks of
theDavis Mountains.
Exposures of unconsolidated tuff of anykind arerarein
the mapareabecause of the rock's relatively low resistance
to weathering.The abundance of tuff can be inferred from
its common presence in talus and stream deposits. The
nature of its vertical grain size variations and bedding
characteristics cannotbe determinedbecause of thepaucity
of exposures.
The formal stratigraphic units include whatever non-
welded tuff maybe present,not because it isknown tobe
genetically related to the other portions of the units,but
because neither can it be examined adequately in hand
specimen or outcrop, nor can it be traced independently
for any great lateral distance. Stratification in the few ex-
posures which can be examined suggests that most of the
non-welded tuff is aproduct of deposition either from the
airorin water.
Lower rhyolitelit .— The lower rhyolite was first described
in the northern Davis Mountains by Rix (1951) who used
the field term "T5O" to designate the unit.It is the oldest
volcanic unit in the areaandcropsoutonly inthenortheast
part. In common withmost of thestratigraphic units inthe
central Davis Mountains, the lowest exposed part of the
lower rhyolite forms near-vertical cliffs above which are
gentle tomoderate talus slopes.
Thelower rhyolite isapinkish-gray to brown,aphanitic,
faintly foliated rhyolite. It differs petrographically from
most of the other ignimbrites in the areaonly in its very
low contentof alkali feldsparphenocrysts.
Thebase of thelower rhyolite isnot exposed.
Upper rhyoliteyolite.— Theupper rhyolite was first described
in the northernDavis Mountains byRix (1951) whoused
the field term "T6O" to designate the unit.Like thelower
rhyolite, the upperrhyolite crops out only in thenortheast
part of themap area.It closely resembles thelower rhyolite
in outcrop appearance,hand specimen, and thin section,
and the two units are distinguished onlyon stratigraphic
position. Their contact is inferred from the position of a
pronounced increasein slope of the talus a few feet below
the lowermost outcropsof theupperrhyolite. The twounits
are more readily distinguished in the northern Davis
Mountains where they are separated by a non-resistant
tuff unit.
The petrographic similarity of the lower and upper
rhyoliteunits to the youngerSheepPasture,BarrelSprings,
and Wild Cherry Formations suggests that the former two
are ignimbrites also. This issupported by their wide areal
extents (John P.Brand, 1962, oral communication; Rix,
1951).
SheepPasture Formationr ation.— The SheepPasture Forma-
tion is here named for Sheep Pasture Mountain in the
northwest partof themapareaatabout 104° 12.5' W.and
30° 43'N.The type locality of the formation is measured
upward from thebase of Sheep Pasture Mountain on the
southsidein thewest-centralpart of themountain (MS7).2
Sheep Pasture Mountain was chosen as the type section
because a greater thickness of the formation is exposed
there than elsewhere.
Most of the Sheep Pasture Formation, including the
lowest exposures, is grayish-purple to reddish-brown,foli-
2Location of the measured sections is shown on the geologic map;they are detailed
inAnderson (1965).
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ated, slightlyporphyritic rhyolite, generally with snowflake
texture.Indurated to friable, fine-grained vitric tuff locally
occurs near thetopof theformation.
The SheepPastureFormation is 510feet thick at thetype
locality. The lower 495 feet is foliated,slightly porphyritic
rhyolite, ranging in color from grayish purple low in the
section to alternating grayish-purple and brown foliation
laminae in the upper 145 feet. Above the foliated,slightly
porphyritic rhyolite is15 feet of indurated,aphanitic vitric
tuff. The lower foot of vitric tuff is brownish yellow to
creamcolored. The rock becomes increasingly greenin the
upper 10 feet as a result of hydrothermal alteration. A
planar structure, probably bedding, becomes increasingly
prominent upward in the vitric tuff, perhapsreflecting an
upwardtransitionfrom the non-weldedportionof anignim-
brite toabedded, air-fall tuff.
At the type locality, the contact between the Sheep Pas-
ture Formation and the overlying Barrel Springs Forma-
tionisconcealedbeneath talus.
A mile eastof the Gearheart ranchhouse, which is8miles
S. 28° W. of the typelocality, thebedded, vitric-lithic tuff
which forms theupperpartof theSheepPastureFormation
is 15 feet thick. Only 10 to 15 feet of the foliated, slightly
porphyritic rhyolite isexposedbeneath the vitric-lithic tuff.
In theMedleymine area,11.5miles S.15° E.of the type
locality, foliated, slightly porphyritic rhyolite is the only
representative of the Sheep Pasture Formation. The same
rock crops out 11.5 miles S. 35° E.of the typelocality at
MS 5, where it is only 24 feet thick. The contact between
the Sheep Pasture Formation and the overlying Barrel
Springs Formation is concealed inthisgeneralareabytalus
which covers40 to65 feet of section.
AtMount Locke, 12miles S.73° E. of the typelocality,
165 feet of the Sheep Pasture Formation is exposed; the
base is not seen.Thelower 135 feet isindistinctly foliated,
slightly porphyritic rhyolite, the upper 15 to 20 feet of
whichis brecciated. From 135 to140 feet above thelowest
exposure is a covered zone, above which is indurated to
friable, fine-grained vitric tuff which is 26 feet thick. The
tuff ranges incolor fromgrayishpinkat thelowest exposure
to red at the top. Stratification becomes more distinct up-
ward.The tuff isoverlainbythe BarrelSpringsFormation.
The contact is sharp and clearly defined inroadcuts; else-
where the tuff forms a gentle slope which commonly is
covered by talus.
No data are available with respect to variations in orig-
inal total thickness of the Sheep Pasture Formation. Its
source is unknown.
Merrill Formationr ation.— The Merrill Formation is here
named for MerrillCanyon, which iscrossedbyState High-
way 166 at about 30° 33' N. in the maparea. The type
section of the formation is measured upward from the bed
of Merrill Canyon on the northwest side of HighPeak, 2
miles northeast of the intersection of Merrill Canyon with
the highway (MS 1). Merrill Canyon was chosen as the
type section because the formation isbetter exposed and
thicker there than atotherlocalities.
The Merrill Formation consists chiefly of hard,reddish-
brown latite porphyry with translucent colorless to pale
pinkphenocrysts.Therock isbrowntoyellowbrown,pitted
on the weathered surface. Locally, fine to coarse-grained
vitric-lithic tuff is found at the top of the formation. Low,
rounded hills with hummocky surfaces are typical of the
Merrill Formation. The formation is the lowest of three
latite porphyry units whichhave characteristics more sug-
gestive of lava flows thanignimbrites.
The upper 125 feet of theMerrill Formation isexposed
at the type section; the baseis covered. Localized vesicular
zones in the latite porphyry, gradational to non-vesicular
in alldirections,are foundbetween 75 and90 feet from the
lowest exposure, and above 118 feet. The upper 40 to 45
feet exhibits gentle contortion of the foliation. The upper
4 feet is covered; the contact with the overlying Barrel
Springs Formation is determined by the uppermostoccur-
renceof latiteporphyry fragments inthecovered zone.
A 5-foot thick exposure of fine to coarse-grained tuff
showing graded bedding occurs at the top of the Merrill
Formation in a creek bed outcrop 3% miles north of the
typelocality.
The formation thins abruptly to the eastandisnotfound
east of a line from the east side of the White Hills to the
intersection of State Highway 166 with the north-south-
strikingfault at109° 13.7'W. longitude.
Direction of movement of the lava represented by the
Merrill Formation has not been determined. Zones which
contain abundant vesicles also exhibit the greatestamount
of contortionof planar features.
Barrel Springs FormationlSprings Formation.— The Barrel Springs Forma-
tion is here named for the old Barrel Springs stagecoach
stop, now onState Highway 166 at about 30° 32' N.and
104° 13.9'W. in the southwest part of the maparea.The
type section of the formation ismeasured upward from the
top of the Merrill Formation on the lower slopes of the
northwest side of HighPeak, 2miles northeast of theinter-
section of Merrill Canyon withHighway166 (MS1).
Four rock types aredistinguished in the Barrel Springs
Formation: black, foliated vitrophyre; pinkish-gray to
purplish-brown, foliated,porphyritic rhyolite; non-foliated,
porphyritic rhyolite; indurated to friable, fine-grained
vitric tuff.
The Barrel Springs Formation is about 105 feet thick at
the type locality. The contact between the underlyingMer-
rill Formation and the Barrel Springs is covered, as is the
lower 10 to15 feet of theBarrel Springs.The natureof the
rock concealed by this covered zone can be inferred from
examination of the talus. The lower 9 feet of the covered
zone contains black, foliated vitrophyre and non-foliated,
porphyritic rhyolite. Neither of these rock types occurs in
the immediately overlyingpartof the Barrel Springs For-
mation.The top 4 feet of the covered zonecontains only
rocks like those whichcropoutabove.
Above thecovered zone is80 feet of foliated,porphyritic
rhyolite,pinkish graywith whitephenocrysts, andpurplish
brown on the weathered surface. Low, but pronounced,
ledges are formed in the lower 15 to 25 feet of outcrop.
Foliation is gently contorted but becomes less so higher in
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the exposed part of the formation, especially in the upper
10 to15 feet.An 11-foot covered zoneconceals the contract
with the overlying Wild Cherry Formation. The contact is
placed at 8 feet above the base of thecovered zone,at the
highest occurrence of foliated,porphyritic rhyolite like that
in theBarrel Springs.
The Barrel Springs Formation is estimated to be about
250 feet thick at a locality &/2 milesN.84° E.of the type
section (MS1) (seemapand fig. 1).Thelower contact is
concealed beneath talus. The lower 10 feet above the
covered zone is reddish-brown to grayish-brown, non-
foliated, porphyritic rhyolite with white phenocrysts. The
weathered surface is brownish red. This partof the forma-
tionishighlybrecciated,showingfragmentsof both foliated
and non-foliated porphyritic rhyolite in a matrix of non-
foliated porphyritic rhyolite. This interval in the Barrel
Springs forms low ledges which grade upward to themore
gentle slopes of the foliated porphyritic rhyolite.This foli-
ated rhyolite occupies about 190 feet of sectionand ranges
from gray through white toredupward in the section.The
color changes are a result of anincreasing degreeof alter-
ationin the upper exposedparts of the formation. A thick
covered zone conceals the contact with the Wild Cherry
Formation.
The Barrel Springs Formation is at least 155 feet thick
atBrooks Mountain,4.4milesN.21° E. of the typesection
(MS 6).Thebase of the formation isburied under stream
gravel and talus. The lower 50 feet of the exposed part is
reddish-brown, foliated,porphyritic rhyolite which grades
upward to 25 feet of non-foliated porphyritic rhyolite. A
40-foot covered zoneforms a gentle slope overtheporphy-
riticrhyolite; 35 feet of vitric tuff is exposedup-hill from
the covered zone.The tuff ranges from pink near its base
tobrownish red near its top;itgenerally ishard butlocally
is friable. Outcrops are sparse,but whereexposed, the tuff
is laminated (bedded?), increasingly so in thehigher ex-
posures. The upper5 feet of the formation is covered and
forms gentleslopes. Theupper contact isdeterminedby the
highestoccurrence of fragmentsof vitric tuff in thecovered
zone.
The Barrel Springs Formation is about 265 feet thick at
Mount Locke, 14.6miles N.63° E.of thetype section (MS
3). The lower 20 to 50 feet forms steep, locally vertical,
cliffs above which the slope progressively decreases. The
lower contact withvitric tuff of the SheepPasture Forma-
tionissharp. A 5-foot basal breccia composedof fragments
of foliated and non-foliated porphyritic rhyolite up to a
foot indiameter gradesupward toabout150 feet of foliated
porphyritic rhyolite.Foliationis increasingly contorted up-
ward in this part of the section; both phenocrysts and
matrix grains are aligned in the foliation plane. Gray
lenticles from 1mm to 6 cm thick are common between
125 and 130 feet above the base. Patches of altered vitro-
phyre are increasingly abundant upwardbetween 110 and
155 feet above the base of the formation. Anupward tran-
sition to brecciated, foliated, porphyritic rhyolitebetween
155 and 245 feet isaccompanied by continued increase in
abundance of altered vitrophyre to about 50 percentof the
rock. Pink vitric tuff makes up the upper 15 feet of the
Barrel Springs Formationabove a 5-foot covered zone.The
tuff rangesfrom almost unconsolidated toindurated and is
laminated in all exposures. A green stain (nontronite?)
occurs along joints within the tuff and is especially abun-
dant near the sharp contact with latite porphyry of the
overlyingMount Locke Formation.
The known thickness of the Barrel Springs Formation
12Y2 miles N. 35° E. of the type section is 75 feet, well
overhalf of which is covered (MS 4).At this locality the
base is not exposed and the upper contact is covered.The
only rock exposed is foliated porphyritic rhyolite,but foli-
ation becomes less pronounced in the higher exposures.
The lower 50 feet of theBarrel Springs crops out at the
top of SheepPasture Mountain,11miles N.11° E. of the
type locality (MS 7). The only rock exposed is foliated
porphyritic rhyolite, which rangesfrom reddishat thebase
upward to light grayand creamcolored.Thelower contact
with altered vitric tuff of the SheepPasture Formation is
sharply defined.
The Barrel Springs Formation gradually but constantly
thins to the westwithin themaparea.Itoverlies theSheep
Pasture Formation throughout most of the area,but in the
southwest it overlies the Merrill Formation. The Barrel
Springs Formation is overlain by the Wild Cherry Forma-
tion exceptin the northeastern part of the area where the
Mount Locke Formationisbetween the two.
Mount Locke Formationrmation.— TheMount LockeFormation
ishere named for Mount Locke,located atabout 30° 407N.
and 104° W. in the northeast part of the maparea. The
typesection is measured upward from the topof theBarrel
Springs Formation on the middle and upper slopes of the
southsideof Mount Locke (MS3).
The formation iscomposed of graylatiteporphyry which
has translucent gray to pinkish-gray phenocrystsof plagio-
clase (?) which rangeup to 20 X 30 mmin cross section.
Alkali feldspar in orthophyric, felted, and trachytic ar-
rangementsis themost abundant constituentof thematrix.
The weathered surface is roughand ranges from brownish
gray to reddish brown.
Steep cliffs are formed near the base of the formation,
but the slope decreases upward and the surface becomes
hummocky.
The Mount LockeFormation is580 feet thick at the type
section. The lower contact with vitric tuff of the Barrel
Springs Formation is sharp. The lower 5 to 10 feet of the
Mount Locke is intensely altered to nontronite(?), as is
the underlyingvitric tuff. The altered rock gradesupward
into fresh, gray latite porphyry. Scattered through the
upper150 feet are isolated vesicular zones, gradational in
all directions into non-vesicular rock. There is a gradual
increase in abundance and decrease in size of rectangular
phenocrysts within theupper40 feet. A 10-foot zoneabove
the highest outcrop of latiteporphyry is covered by talus.
The top of the Mount Locke Formation is placed at the
uppermost occurrence of latiteporphyry fragments in the
covered zone,about 5feetabove thehighest outcrop.
The formation thins abruptly to the west, so that 6%
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miles N.64° W.of the typesectionit isonly 140 feet thick
(MS 4). The base isplaced at a pronounced increase in
slope of the talus which covers the lower 70 feet of the
formation andconceals its lower contact. Theexposedrock
is latiteporphyry with gently contorted foliation and abun-
dant, elongated, aligned vesicles, especially near the top.
The upper 10 feet of the Mount Locke is covered. A third
of amile west of this locality the Mount Locke Formation
is absent. The same abrupt thinning can be seen southwest
of the typesection as well (map and fig.1).
John P. Brand (1962, oral communication) reported
that a rock similar,both inhandspecimen andoutcrop, to
the Mount Locke latite porphyry is widespread northeast
of the centralDavis Mountains buthe gaveno information
about its thickness.
"Eppenauer" basaltsalt.— The "Eppenauer" basalt is in-
formally named, because itsareal extentin themap areais
small; it may be widespread elsewhere. The formation is
exposed on the Eppenauer ranch in the northeastern part
of the maparea. Outcrops arescarce; thebest exposureis
ina road cut on Spur 78,half amile north of the summit
of Mount Locke.
The "Eppenauer" basalt is dark brown to black, hard,
aphanitic, and massive to vesicular. The matrix is mostly
labradorite (An50-55, determinedbymaximumextinction
angles) inasub-trachytic arrangement.The average maxi-
mum dimension of feldspar laths is about 0.1mm.Pheno-
crysts generallyareabsent orpresentonly intraceamounts
and arelabradorite,as indicatedbyabetaindex of refrac-
tion of about 1.560. Intergranular magnetite(?) is abun-
dant. Iddingsite has replaced olivine. Intersertal chlorite,
whichmakes up about15 percentof the rock,probably has
replaced augite orhornblende.
Neither upper nor lower contacts of the "Eppenauer"
basalt areexposed,but the total thicknessprobably exceeds
100 feet. Vesicular zones arescattered all through theunit,
but vesicularity increases upward to a maximum of 25
percentof the rock in the upper15 to20 feet. The number
of flows, ifmorethan one, whichmake up thisunithas not
been determined because of the paucity of outcrops. The
unit overlies theMount LockeFormation and is below the
Wild Cherry Formation.
Jones Formationr ation.— The Jones Formation ishere named
for the Jones ranch, on which the type section is located
(MS 2). The type section, at30° 33.2' N. and 104° 16.2'
W., ismeasured upward from the stream gravel and talus
ona low roundedhillon thenorthside of thegradedcounty
road inMerrill Canyon. The formation isexposed only in
thesouthwesternpart of themap area.
The Jones Formation is composed of hard,black basalt,
which forms low, gentle hills with abundant cobbles and
boulders on the surface. Whether the formation ismadeup
of one orseveral flows is not known because of thelack of
outcrops.
Petrographically,basalt of the Jones Formationis much
like the "Eppenauer" basalt. The rock contains colorless
to light brown,intergranular augite in amounts from 4 to
18 percent. They contain up to 5 percenthornblende and
chlorite after augite. Intergranular augite in the Jones
Formation corresponds to the intersertal chlorite in the
"Eppenauer" basalt. Olivine of the Jones Formation is
altered to iddingsite and antigorite(?),but the two altera-
tionproducts do notoccur together.Olivineof the "Eppen-
auer"basaltisalteredonly toiddingsite.
The Jones Formation is45 feet thick at the typelocality.
The baseof the formation isnot exposedat the typesection
orelsewhere. The formation isslightly foliated in itslowest
exposure at the type section but becomes more massive
upward. It is not overlain by other rocks anywhere within
the maparea.
The youngestrock upon which the Jones Formationhas
been emplaced is called "Wild Cherry— Barrel Springs
undifferentiated." It is conceivable that the Jones Forma-
tion,like the "Eppenauer"basalt in thenortheasternpartof
the map area,occupies a stratigraphic position below the
Wild Cherry Formation and above the Barrel Springs
Formation. This is not to suggest that the twobasalts are
necessarily remnants of the same flow, because they are
widely separatedgeographically, andeach occupies arela-
tively restricted area.Furthermore,there isno independent
evidence ofanylarge-scaleerosion whichmight account for
their absence between the two outcrop areas.It ispossible,
however, that both units were derived from the same
magmachamber atapproximately thesame time. The weak
point in this argument is that the "Eppenauer" basalt is
overlain by the Wild Cherry Formation but the Jones
Formation is not. Possibly the Jones Formation is the
youngestigneousrockin themaparea.
Wild Cherry Formationrmation.— The Wild Cherry Formation
ishere named for Wild Cherry Creek, which crosses State
Highway 118 about 0.8 mile west of the type section. The
type section, at about 30° 42.5' N. and 104° 07' W., is
measured upward from the top of theMount LockeForma-
tion to the top of thehill on the southside (MS4).
Three rock types are distinguished in the Wild Cherry
Formation:black,foliated vitrophyre;foliated,porphyritic
rhyolite; and indurated to friable, fine-grained vitric tuff.
The Wild CherryFormation is 355 feet thick at the type
locality. The contact with the underlying Mount Locke
Formation is covered as is the lower 40 feet of the Wild
Cherry. The covered zone containsnothingbut fragments
of therocks exposedhigher inthe section.
Above the covered zone is140 feet of foliated,porphy-
ritic rhyolite. It is purplish gray to brown with white
phenocrysts and has abrownish-red weathered surface.It
is strikingly uniform in appearance and composition
through this part of the section and forms steep, but not
vertical,ledges.
Up-hill from the foliated,porphyritic rhyolite85 feet of
sectionis covered. Fragmentsof breccia composed of pieces
of foliated, porphyritic rhyolite in a matrix of the same
material can be found as high as 25 feet above the base of
the covered zone. The covered zone also contains black,
foliated vitrophyre, some of whichis partly devitrified,up
to about 45 feet above the bottom of the covered interval.
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The upper 40 feet of the covered zonecontains only debris
from rocks like those exposedhigher in the section.
Foliated,porphyritic rhyolite, identical to thatbelow the
thick covered zone, makes up theupper 90 feet of the for-
mationat the type section. The Wild Cherry Formation is
the youngest body of rock at the type locality; therefore,
no topof the formation ispresent.
Only 110 feet of the Wild CherryFormation ispreserved
at Mount Locke, 6% miles S. 64° E. of the type section
(MS 3). The lower 5 feet of the formation is covered on
Mount Locke.Therock issimilar to that at thetypelocality,
but the color ismuch less uniform, ranging from reddish
brown near the base through purplish brown to purplish
grayat thetopof Mount Locke. Phenocrystsalignedparallel
in the foliation plane and contorted foliation are well dis-
played, particularly in the upper 40 feet. The contorted
foliation layers have wavelengths on the order of 20 feet
and amplitudes of about 6 feet.That suchlinear andplanar
features are not observed at the type locality may be a
result of the much better exposures onMount Locke. The
Wild Cherry Formation is the youngest unit on Mount
Locke,asitisatthe typesection.
A thickness of 180 feet is assigned to the Wild Cherry
Formation at alocality 9 miles S. 7° E.of the typesection
(MS5).A covered zone about 100 feet thick conceals the
contact with theunderlying BarrelSprings Formation.The
only exposed representative of the formation is foliated,
porphyritic rhyolite like that onMount Locke. Forty-eight
feet of section is exposed; the middle third forms a gentle
slope mostly covered by talus. The top of the formation is
concealed but is picked at the uppermost occurrence of
foliated, porphyritic rhyolite fragments in the talus,about
30 feet above thehighest outcrop.
The Wild CherryFormation is 220 feet thick onBrooks
Mountain, 8.3 miles S. 47° W. of the type section. The
lower 5 feet is covered. The contact with the underlying
Barrel Springs Formation is concealed but ispicked at a
slight increase in slope in the talus. A 215-foot section of
foliated,porphyritic rhyolite is exposedabove the covered
interval (MS 6).The rock is the same as that part of the
formation seen on Mount Locke. Talus covers 25 feet of
section and conceals the contact with anoverlying quartz
trachyte sill.
The Wild Cherry Formation is 195 feet thick at High
Peak, 12 miles S. 35° W. of the type section. Above the
lower 5 feet of the formation, which is covered, 5 feet of
partly devitrified, black vitrophyre crops out. Brown to
yellow-brown devitrification "balls" and lenses are abun-
dant in the vitrophyre,and foliation ispronounced. Above
the vitrophyre is 100 feet of pinkish-gray, foliated, por-
phyritic rhyolite which locally forms low (10± feet),steep
ledges just above the vitrophyre. The talus that covers 10
feet of sectionabove the foliated,porphyritic rhyolite con-
tains abundant fragments of black, foliated vitrophyre,
pink to pinkish-gray, slightly indurated, vitric tuff, and
small amounts of breccia composed of foliated,porphyritic
rhyolite fragments in amatrixof the samematerial. Foli-
ated, porphyritic rhyolite, like that below the covered
interval, is 55 feet thick above the covered zone. Talus
covers the upper contact of the formation, which isplaced
at the highest occurrenceof foliated, porphyritic rhyolite
fragments 20 feet abovethehighest outcrop.
The thickness of the Wild Cherry Formation shows a
marked decrease from the northernmost to the southern-
most exposures, with a slight easterly component of de-
crease in thickness (fig. 1). Black, foliated vitrophyre
which occurs well above the base of the formation in the
westernmost exposures not only thins to the south and
eastbut alsois foundnearerthebase inthe southernpartof
the area.In the north-central part of the area (MS4),the
vitrophyre occurs between 180 and 220 feet above the
base; in the southwest it lies between 110 and 120 feet
above the base (MS1). The vitrophyre is not present in
theeasternpart of the area.
Thepresenceof vitrophyre,as wellasbrecciated porphy-
ritic rhyolite, in themiddle partof the section suggests that
the Wild Cherry Formation may represent two separate
ignimbrites,at least in itswesternexposures.Smith (1960b,
pp.153-155 and pi. 20) pointed out that basal vitrophyre
diminishes awayfrom the source of anignimbrite andmay
even disappear. So perhaps the upper ignimbrite, if such
therebe,has its source in thenorthwest or westif the vitro-
phyre in the middle of the formation is in fact a basal
vitrophyre.
The presenceof black, foliated vitrophyre at the baseof
the Wild CherryFormation isestablished definitelyonly in
the southwestern part of themaparea (MS1).Thisdistri-
bution of vitrophyre suggests that the main source of the
Wild Cherry Formation, or the lower ignimbrite in it,if
two exist, is somewhere to the southwest of the maparea
(Smith, 1960b,pp.153-155 andpi.20).Ifthemain source
is to the southwest, then the possibility that the inter-
mediate vitrophyre represents the base of a second ignim-
brite in thewesternreaches of theformation isstrengthened
but certainly notproven.
"Wild Cherry-BarrelSpringundiferentiated"— Barrel Springs undifferentiated".—
Throughout most of the map area the Wild Cherry and
Barrel Springs Formations can he distinguished in oneof
two ways: (1) The Mount Locke Formation occupies an
interval between the two, and (2) either non-welded tuff
occursat the top of theBarrelSprings Formation,orblack,
foliated vitrophyre occurs at the base of the Wild Cherry
Formation. In the west-south-centralpartof themaparea,
these lithologic changes cannot be used as criteria. Rocks
in this areaareno different from thoseelsewhere in the two
formations, but neither contacts nor zones can be traced
far enough to distinguish the formations from each other.
Because of the greater depth of erosion to the west,prob-
ably much of the "Wild Cherry— Barrel Springsundiffer-
entiated" islow inthe sectionand wouldbeassigned to the
Barrel Springs Formation if contacts could be extended.
On the east, the contact is relatively easy ta locate; west-
ward,non-foliated porphyritic rhyoliteand non-welded tuff
become increasingly abundant at the top of the Barrel
Springsand at thebaseof theWildCherryFormationuntil,
finally, they mergeimperceptibly and the contact canbe
traced no farther.
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The lack of distinction between the two formations may
be explained by assuming that the undifferentiated part is
at or near the distal margins of both formations,or at least
thelimit of theWildCherry Formation.
Medley Formationr ation.— The Medley Formation is here
named for the Medley ranch, whichbears the typesection.
Thetypelocality, at30° 33.6'N.and 104° 09.9*W., ishigh
on the southeast side of the samehillas theMedleykaoli-
nitemine. The typesection is measured upward from the
topof theWild CherryFormation.
The only rock type in the Medley Formation is latite
porphyry similar, if not identical, to that of the Mount
Locke Formation. It is vesicular at all known localities,
with the abundance of vesicles slightly increasing upward.
Nowhere has the total thickness of theMedleyFormation
been determined. Although its lower contact commonly is
exposed, the upper contact invariably is covered by thick
talus from the overlying Goat Canyon Formation. The
thickest exposureof theMedleyFormation is22 feet at the
type locality. It is completely covered by talus from the
overlying Goat Canyon Formationin manyplacesnear the
Medleymine, and its presence can be established onlyby
careful examination of the material making up the talus.
The areal extent of the Medley Formation is only about
0.25 squaremile.
The natureand originof the MedleyFormation areun-
certain. The present areal extent of the formation might
indicate that it is of local origin, but no concrete evidence
sheds light onhow much erosiontook place thishighin the
section before eruption of younger rocks. The vesicularity
of the rock strongly suggests that it is extrusive,but vesi-
culation also canoccur in intrusive rocks at shallow depths
(Williamset al.,1955,p.23).
The MedleyFormation, which directly overlies the Wild
Cherry Formation in an area of intense silicification of
both the Wild Cherry and Barrel Springs Formations,
shows no effects of alteration other than from surface
weathering.Neither are any younger rocks silicified. It is
therefore probable that the Medley Formation lies on an
erosion surface, rather than its being fresh because of
selective silicification of the Wild CherryFormation.
Goat Canyon Formation.— The Goat Canyon Formation
is here named for Goat Canyon, a tributary of Merrill
Canyon in the southwest part of the map area.The type
sectionismeasuredupward from thetopof the WildCherry
Formation to the top of the westsideof HighPeak, at 30°
33.8'N.and 104° 15' W. (MS1).
r ation
The Goat Canyon Formation is made up of one ormore
lava flows of hard, gray to greenish-gray, porphyritic-
aphanitic trachyte with a trachytic matrixand whitealkali
feldspar phenocrysts. The rock has a grayish-white to
yellow-brown, platy weathered surface and,as at the type
locality, formshighsteepcliffs.
TheGoat Canyon Formationis 515 feet thick at the type
section (MS 1). The lower 130 feet is covered; the lower
contact is placed at theuppermostoccurrence of fragments
of foliated, porphyritic rhyolite of the underlying Wild
Cherry Formationin the talus.Greenish-gray, porphyritic
trachyte ismoderately well exposedthroughout theremain-
ing385 feet of section.As nothingcrops outabove theGoat
Canyon Formation at the type section or elsewhere, the
totaloriginal thicknessisnotknown.
The Goat Canyon Formation is only 100 feet thick 8.1
milesN.84° E.of the typesection (MS5).There thelower
45 feet of the section iscovered; thelower contact isplaced
at thehighest occurrence of fragments of foliated,porphy-
riticrhyolite in thetalus.
Except where the MedleyFormation ispresent, theGoat
Canyon Formation directly overlies the Wild Cherry For-
mation. The Wild Cherry Formation is overlain at some
places (e.g., MS 6) by the quartz trachyte sill. Although
the Goat Canyon Formation and the quartz trachyte sill are
nowhere in contact, they are in close proximity near the
heads of Goat andMerrill Canyons.
Brooks Mountain Formationr ation.— The Brooks Mountain
Formation ishere named for BrooksMountain,at30° 37.5'
N. and 104° 13.8' W. in the west-central part of the map
area.The type sectionis measuredupward from the top of
the quartz trachytesill on theupperslopes of the westside
of BrooksMountain (MS6).
The formation is composed of brown, aphanitic to fine-
grained,porphyritic trachyte with an orthophyric matrix
and colorless to gray alkali feldsparphenocrysts. The rock
has a grayish-brown weathered surface and forms steep,
locallyvertical,cliffs. Weatheringand erosionof theBrooks
Mountain Formation result in prominent and numerous
talus piles.Similar deposits commonly developon theGoat
Canyon Formation also. Close examination in the field is,
therefore, essential to distinguish which of the units is the
parentof agiven talus deposit.
The Brooks Mountain Formation is found only on and
nearBrooks Mountain,where it is985 feet thick and over-
lies the quartz trachyte sill. Their mutual contact isplaced
at a rather abrupt increase inslope in a covered zone 20
feet below the lowest outcrop of the BrooksMountainFor-
mation (MS 6). Upward from the covered zone there is
315 feet of porphyritic trachyte. The only lithologic dis-
tinction between this and higher parts of the formation is
that thelower rock is aphanitic tovery finegrained, where-
asall that above is fine grained.Above thelowest trachyte,
there are 25 feet of cover,210 feet of porphyritic trachyte,
75 feet of cover, and 145 feet of porphyritic trachyte. The
threeupperexposureslook the sameinbothhandspecimen
and thin section. All exposures are steep, near-vertical
cliffs, whereas the covered zones are moderately steep
slopes.
No contacts are recognized within the exposedparts of
the formation. Assuming that eachcovered zoneconceals a
contact between adjacent flows,one maypostulate that the
Brooks Mountain Formation is composed of four separate
flows. Obviously, the validity of such a conclusion is open
to question, not only because the covered zones may not
representcontactsbut alsobecause the covercould conceal
entire flows. All that safely can be said is that the Brooks
Mountain Formation is composed of porphyritic trachyte,
thelower third of which is aphanitic to very fine grained,
and the restof whichisfinegrained.
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The orthophyric texture, small areal extent, and great
thickness support speculation that the Brooks Mountain
Formation is intrusive rather than extrusive.Contact rela-
tions cannot beused to establish the mode of emplacement
of the formation,because itsbase iscovered and overlying
rocks are lacking. The formation is tentatively classed as
extrusive because of its fine-grained texture and its close
mineralogic affinity to the Goat Canyon Formation, but
there is no clearevidencethat it is not intrusive."Rhyolite-trachyte undifferentiated"" li differentiated"".— Several isolated
exposures of various rock types, referred to herein as
"rhyolite-trachyte undifferentiated," are found in the vi-
cinity of SawtoothMountain,particularly northand east of
it.None of the rocks have been assigned by the writer to
any of the formations in the map area.Hempkins (1962)
tried to arrange these rocks in stratigraphic sequence and
to relate them to some of those immediately surrounding,
buthe regardedhis stratigraphic sequence as open toques-
tion (W. B.Hempkins, 1962, oral communication).
The areain question has intrusive rocks abundant in it
and around its borders. Thissetting suggests that therocks
referred to as "rhyolite-trachyte undifferentiated" repre-
sent xenoliths in an intrusion (quartzmicrosyenite?).
Quartz microsyenite is also abundant in the southeast
corner of the map area.Nothing, however, that might be
considered a xenolith is found in this area, exceptat one
locality. A tiny outcrop of greenish-gray, porphyritic
trachyte like that in theGoat CanyonFormation is exposed
in a creek bed at an elevation between 650 and 700 feet
lower than the nearest outcrop of this rock and about half
amile northeast at MS 5. This creek-bed exposuremaybe
alarge buriedboulder, a xenolith,orpartof adownthrown
fault block.
Correlationand age-.— Most of the volcanic rocks of the
central Davis Mountains arerelativelyhigh in theTertiary
sectionof theDavis Mountains,andnoneare in deposition-
alcontactwith Cretaceous sedimentary rocks.
The lower rhyolite,which isthe lowermost volcanic rock
in the maparea, waspreviously designated "T5O" by Rix
(1951).JohnP.Brand (1962,oral communication) traced
the unit from the northern Davis Mountains to the north-
east extremity of the maparea.Colton (1957,pi.4) corre-
lated the "T5O" with the following: the Moon trachyte in
the Zopilote Hills (Hay-Roe, 1958); the plagioclase
trachyte andred trachyte members of the FairburyForma-
tion, the Blanquito Agglomerate, and the upper tuff mem-
ber of theBlanquito atChispaMountain (Hay-Roe,1958) ;
most of the upperpart of the Seven Springs Formation in
the Barrilla Mountains (Eifler, 1951) ; the upperpart, or
perhaps all, of the Duff Tuff in the Cathedral Mountain
area (McAnulty, 1955) and in the Tascotal Mesa area
north of BigBend National Park (Erickson, 1953) ;and
the CapoteMountain Tuff in the Sierra Vieja.The Capote
Mountain Tuff ranges in age from latest Duchesnean to
early Chadronian (early Oligocene) based on the most
recent information available (John A.Wilson, 1964, per-
sonal communication). .
The upper rhyolite, which overlies the lower rhyolite,
waspreviously designated "T6O" by Rix (1951). Colton
(1957,pi. 4) correlated the "T6O" with the following: the
Means sanidine trachyte at Chispa Mountain (Hay-Roe,
1958) ;the uppermostpart of theSeven SpringsFormation
in theBarrillaMountains (Eifler,1951) ; theMitchellMesa
ignimbrite and, possibly, the Tascotal Formation in the
Cathedral Mountain area (McAnulty, 1955) and in the
TascotalMesa area (Erickson,1953);and theBriteignim-
brite in theSierra Vieja.The Brite ignimbrite isChadron-
ian (early Oligocene) in age based on the most recent
information available (John A. Wilson, 1964, personal
communication).
TheSheepPastureFormationof thecentralDavisMoun-
tains maybe correlative with theTascotal Formationof the
southern Davis Mountains, but additional mapping is
necessary to properly evaluate this possibility.
The Jones Formation is younger than at least partof the
undifferentiated Wild Cherry— Barrel Springs rocks. A
minimumrelative age of the JonesFormationhas notbeen
established because no other stratigraphic units overlie it
within the map area. The stratigraphic position of the
Jones Formation, as well as its geographicposition in the
extreme southwestern part of the map area,suggests that
it maybe correlative with one of the basalt units,possibly
the "T18",penetratedby theKillam-Means No. 1deep test
well located about 15 miles west of the map area (Wood-
ward,1954) and with the "T9O" basalt on the surface 5 to
10 miles west of the maparea (Wightman, 1953).
No other volcanic rocks in the central Davis Mountains
can be correlated stratigraphically with any in surround-
ing areas.
A maximum ageof Oligoceneisindicated for thecentral
Davis Mountains units,most of which are higher in the
section than those which have yielded late Eocene and
Oligocene fossils. There is no evidence of long periods of
erosion between emplacements of the volcanic units. As-
suming that this same condition is true between the map
areaand the surrounding areas which have yielded fossils,
anOligocene age is not unreasonable for the rocks of the
central Davis Mountains. Theseinterveningareashave not
been mapped, so that this line of reasoning is somewhat
tenuous; thus,an age of Oligocene (?) is assigned to the
volcanic rocks of the central part of the Davis Mountains.
Intrusive Rocks
Intrusive rocks in the central Davis Mountains are of
several types: quartz microsyenite, quartz trachyte, tra-
chyte, latite,chlorite latite,and trachyandesite.They occur
as sills,small stocks,and dikes.
Quartz microsyeniter yenite.— Quartz microsyenite is the most
widespreadof theintrusive rocks.Itoccurs as small stocks,
sills,and a few dikes. While some variations existamong
these occurrences, they exhibit such great similarity that
they are here referred to, collectively, as quartz micro-
syenite; they probably formed during one period of
intrusion.
The quartz microsyenite which forms Sawtooth Moun-
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tain is probably a shallow sill or a flow, the maximum
thickness of which isatleast 1,000 feet (cross section C-C).
Theareal extentisabout 1% squaremiles.The roof of this
igneous body has been removed and the floor is not ex-
posed. A pronouncedplanar flow structure strikesN. 40°
to 60° W. and gently dips to the south and contains well
alignedfeldspar phenocrysts which plungein the direction
of dip of the foliation. The foliation ismost pronounced in
thelower 200 feet of the body. The most prominent set of
jointsis near vertical; from the northwestpartof Sawtooth
Mountain to the southeast part, the strike of the joints
changes regularly from N.30° E. toN. 80° E. The flow
structure and the radial joint pattern suggest that the
magmamoved generally from the southwest to the north-
east,expanding along the strike of themovement "front."
Themost abundant constituentof this rock type isalkali
feldspar,both in thematrixand as phenocrysts. Thepheno-
crystsarezoned such that thecoresarecommonly perthitic;
therims areclear,untwinned feldspar.Quartz rangesfrom
0 to 15 percent but is present in small quantities in most
specimens.Mafic minerals, present in all specimens, are
either biotite, aegirine-augite, or olive-brown hornblende
which grades into riebeckite. Apatite is generally present
inminor amounts. Zircon and chlorite arepresent inmany
specimensbut atmost in only minoramounts.
The quartzmicrosyenite most commonly is fine grained
butrangesfrom aphanitic tomedium grained.
Mineralogicand textural distinctions fromplace toplace
arenotsharp nor isthere anyapparentpatternof variations
of these parameters.
An extreme in grain size of quartz microsyenite is
reached in some parts of the areabetween 1and 3 miles
southeast of Sawtooth Mountain and at the westernextrem-
ity of the north end of Sawtooth Mountain. Thegrain size
averages up to 3.5 X 8.0 mm. The texture is hypidio-
morphic granular.Associatedwith thecoarse-grainedphase
isamuch finer-grainedphase. Inthinsection, thesephases
are found to be essentially the same except for the differ-
ence in grain size. Sharp contacts between the coarse and
finephasesareexposedin a roadcut at the westernextrem-
ity of the north end of Sawtooth Mountain near the en-
trancetoMoore's ranchhouse. A study of the thinsections
suggests that the fine-grainedmaterial represents the late-
stageliquid that wasinterstitial in the already crystallized
coarse-grained material. The late-stage liquid probably
filled fractures whichdeveloped as crystallization drew to
a close.
Quartz microsyenite exposedat Bloys Campground, on
State Highway 166 in the south-central partof the map
area, deviates considerably from the general description.
The rock is yellow, whereas all other quartzmicrosyenite
outcrops arepinkish to grayish pink.Limonite, which may
have replaced pyrite, causes the rock to be yellow. Only
about 10 percent of the feldspar occurs as phenocrysts in
this exposure.Trace amountsof secondary(?) chlorite are
present. This rock probably has been altered by deuteric
(or hydrothermal?) processes to which other partsof the
quartzmicrosyenite havenotbeen subjected.
Quartz trachytet yte.— The quartz trachyte is widespread in
the west-centralpart of the areawhereit isboth discordant
and concordant. It is discussed by Hempkins (1962, pp.
32-33 and 62-64) under the headings of "Ta Trachyte"
and "Gearhardt Ranch stock." Hempkinsconsidered theTa
Trachyte a lava flow and the Gearhardt Ranch stock as the
intrusive sourceof theTaTrachyte.
The quartz trachyte body is discordant inthe areaim-
mediately south of the east side of the White Hills where
it transects both the Barrel Springs and Wild CherryFor-
mations (cross sectionB-B'). Elsewhere,it is concordant.
In those areas where the quartz trachyte is concordant,
no contacts areexposedso that its natureas a sill versus a
lava flow cannot be tested by contact relations. That at
least one of the concordant parts of this bodyof rock is a
sill is indicatedby the following evidence:Quartz trachyte
concordantly underlies theSheep PastureFormationin an
area about 4 miles northwest of the areaof discordance,
withpractically continuous exposurebetween thetwo areas.
Quartz trachyte concordantly overlies the Wild Cherry
Formation in an area about 1mile south-southeast of the
areaof discordance,again withpractically continuous sur-
face exposurebetween the two areas (cross section B-B').
As previously stated,no contacts areexposed,but because
the samebody of rock concordantly occupies two distinct
stratigraphic positions, the stratigraphically lower part,
northwest of the area of discordance, is certainly a sill.
The quartz trachyte in the higher stratigraphic position,
south-southeast of the areaof discordance,couldbe a lava
flow but is discussed as a sill because the northwestern
partof thesamebodyof rock isdefinitely asill.
The quartz trachyte commonly contains between 5 and
30 percent alkali feldspar phenocrysts. Quartz content
ranges from 0 to 12 percent. Small amounts of biotite,
aegirine-augite, and olive-brown to blue-green amphibole
are common constituents. The dominant mineral of the
matrix is alkali feldspar, which ranges from 45 to 83 per-
centof therock.
The most distinctive petrographic feature of the quartz
trachyte is its high magnetite-ilmenite content. Although
other rocks in the map area locally contain as much, in
some instances more, magnetite-ilmenite, this unit has a
consistently high magnetite-ilmenite content, 5 to 10 per-
cent in almost all specimens.
Texturally, the quartz trachyte is generally porphyritic
andorthophyric tosub-trachytic; mostspecimensexamined
areorthophyric. The mafic minerals and magnetite-ilmen-
ite are intergranular. Quartz occurs interstitially to the
feldspar in the matrix. A gradual, but distinct, decrease
in averagegrain size from 0.1 X 0.07mmto 0.03 X 0.005
mmaway from the vicinity of the White Hills is the only
regular variation that isseen.
Latite and trachyandesitendesite.— Latite and trachyandesite
arerecognizedonlyonMount Livermore andare discussed
together because of their lithologic similarity. They are
distinguished (1) by the much greaterabundance of iron-
oxide "dust" (hematite and limonite) in thelatite than in
the trachyandesite, and (2) by their relative proportions
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of alkali feldspar phenocrysts, 10% in latite and 25% in
trachyandesite. Trachyandesitecomprises mostof thehigh-
estpartof Mount Livermore,including the summit.
The latite contains about 10 percent alkali feldspar
phenocrysts. The matrix of the rock islargely obscured in
thin section by abundant iron-oxide "dust," which gives
the rock a brick-red color in hand specimen. The most
abundant constituent of the matrix is feldspar in a seriate
arrangement with an average size of 0.15 X 0.20 mm.
Most grains areeuhedral and veryslightly zoned.Inaddi-
tion, the rock contains about 1percent each of chlorite
and magnetite-ilmenite.Chlorite mayhave replacedbiotite,
but theminute grainsize makes this difficult to determine.
Trachyandesitecontains approximately 25percentalkali
feldspar phenocrysts which areoptically identical to those
of thelatite.
Feldspar in the matrix of the trachyandesite is divided
into (1) plagioclase (An?) and (2) alkali feldspar,based
solely on twinning; (1) polysynthetic twinning and (2)
crossed and Carlsbad twinning, respectively.No data are
available on the Na:K:Ca ratios of any of the matrix
feldspar.
Quartz makes up about 1percent of the trachyandesite
and is interstitial to the feldspar of the matrix.Partially
resorbed grains of augite comprise 2 percent of the rock.
A slight trace of olive-brown toolive-greenhornblende(?)
occurs as minute, disseminated grains. Trace amounts of
biotite are present as very narrow mantles on magnetite-
ilmenite, whichmakes up 4percent of the rock. Themafic
minerals and magnetite-ilmenite aremostly intergranular,
but some grains occur assmall anhedral inclusions in feld-
spar phenocrysts.
Trachyte dikesi es.— Trachyte occurs asdikes in the north-
ern west-central part of themaparea to the southwest and
north of Whitetail Mountain and west of McDaniel Moun-
tain in the north-central part of the area. The dikes south-
west of Whitetail Mountain are discussed by Hempkins
(1962, p. 66) under the heading "Rocks associated with
Whitetail vent(?)."
The trachyte dikes contain 5 to 7percent alkali feldspar
phenocrysts. The matrix is alkali feldspar with an ortho-
phyric to allotriomorphic-granular texture. This matrix
feldspar shows a bimodal grain size distribution. About
70 percent of thematrix feldspar averages0.04mmdiam-
eter.The coarsermaterial,withan averagesizeof 0.08mm
diameter, is found inlenses and blebs inthe finer material.
Anhedral magnetite-ilmenite, about 2 percent of the rock,
is more or less uniformly distributed. Faintly zoned aegi-
rine-augite constitutes1percentof the rock.Quartz, intrace
amounts, is interstitial. A slight trace of subhedral to
euhedral apatite is present.
Chlorite latite
Chlorite latite.-tite.— Chlorite latite is found in threegeneral
areas. (1) The largest is a small stock or plug located
southwest of Whitetail Mountain at 30° 40' N. and 104°
12' W. (2) Another occurrence is in H. 0.Canyon be-
tween 1 and V/2miles southwest and south of the first.
Severalirregularly shapedoutcropsaremoreorless aligned
in this area. Their alignment and petrographic similarity
to the other chlorite latite occurrences suggest that they
are dikes in the quartzmicrosyenite. (3) The third occur-
rence of chlorite latite is anorthwest-striking dike located
about 3miles south-southeast of the first.Thisdike isabout
4 feet across at its widest point, and a little over 100 feet
of its lengthis exposed.Itpinches out to the southeast and
is covered by talus to thenorthwest. Its sizeis exaggerated
on thegeologic map.
The chlorite latite contains alkali feldspar phenocrysts
up to20mm longbut withan averagesizeof 2.0 X 5.0 mm.
Thematrixismostly orthophyric and seriatealkali feldspar
with an average grain size of 0.10 X 0.25 mm.Chlorite,
up to 8percent of the rock, occurs as intersertal material,
as large blebs up to 1.0 mm diameter within feldspar
phenocrysts, and as small blebs up to 0.2 mmdiameter in
the matrix. Magnetite-ilmenite ismostly very fine grained
and intergranular, but some occurs as rims onchlorite.
Several regular variations can be discerned from the
northernmost to the central to the southernmost occurrence
of chlorite latite: the amountof alkali feldspar phenocrysts
decreases from40 to35 to 17percent; the amountof alkali
feldspar in thematrix increasesfrom45 to57 to71percent;
and the amount of chlorite is 8 percent in the north and
3 percent in the other two localities. The amount of mag-
netite-ilmenite remainspractically constant.
These trends suggest that progressively later stages of
liquid fractionation are representedbychlorite latite dikes
to the south where chlorite, representing the mafic consti-
tuents of the magma, is least abundant. Crystallization
after emplacement proceeded for a longer period in the
north as shown by themoreabundant feldsparphenocrysts
there and the progressively more abundant fine-grained
matrix feldspar to the south. It is likely that this longer
periodof crystallization wouldoccur inandnearthemagma
chamber, the source of heat,than away from it.Magnetite-
ilmenite crystallization probably reached completion be-
fore the differentiation already discussed,and before em-
placement of the threechlorite latite dikes, as evidenced by
both the uniform distribution from place to place and the
intergranular occurrence of the magnetite-ilmenite. Thus,
apicture is developed of a magmachamber in the north,
inwhichmagnetite-ilmenite crystallized, after whicharela-
tively early stage liquid fraction was intruded near the
magmachamber and a later stage liquid fraction was in-
truded as dikes to the south.
Breccia (vent agglomerate ?)..— Breccia crops out in
the topographically lowest part of the "Whitetail vent (?)
area" (Hempkins, 1962, p.66-69) southwest of Whitetail
Mountain atabout 30° 40'N.and 104° 12'W.The breccia
is composed of volcanic rock fragments up to 3 cm in
diameter ina syenitic matrix.Individual outcropsareonly
a few feet across. Chlorite latite is found near and on all
sidesof the few outcrops,but no contactsareexposed.The
breccia maybe a vent agglomerate,but this has notbeen
establishedbecause of inadequate exposures.
Although the breccia ishighly variable incomposition,
the followingserves as ageneralanalysis: 70 percentlithic
fragments, mostly devitrified glassy rocks with some tra-
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chyte similar to the Goat Canyon Formation; 23 percent
quartz-feldspar matrix, extremely fine grained, possibly
devitrified orsecondarymaterial;5percentkaolinized feld-
spar fragments withvery1 fine crossed twinning;2 percent
magnetite-ilmenite; trace amountsof hornblende,aegirine-
augite,and biotite.
Products of hydrothermal alteration
Silicified rocksks.— The suffix (si) is appendedto someof
the symbols for certainrock units at several places on the
geologic map.Use of the suffix indicates that the silicified
rock can be traced laterally into its unaltered equivalent
with a relatively high degree of confidence. Where there
is doubt as to which formation hasbeenaltered, thesymbol
Tsi isused.Many of thelocalities where the (si) suffix is
used are as highly silicified as those where the symbol Tsi
is used.
Silicification has affected both welded and non-welded
tuff, especially the latter. Both lateral and vertical transi-
tions from unaltered to completely silicified rock can be
seennear the Medley mine which is at lat. 30° 33.3' N.,
long.104° ICK W. Snyder (1962,p.209) pointed out that
in some outcrops, contacts between the "chert" and fresh
"flow-rock" are well defined. A sharp contact is present
where the alteredmaterial is unconformably, but concord-
antly, overlainby the unaltered MedleyFormation, which
establishes the time of silicification as prior to extrusionof
the MedleyFormation.
The most highly altered material ranges from a hard,
chert-like rock to a relatively soft, granular rock rich in
kaolinite and cristobalite. The chert-like portion is about
94percentmicrocrystalline quartz,2 percentcoarse quartz
in irregular patches, and 4percent opaque material (leu-
coxene?) which is yellow to yellowish white inreflected
light. One thin section of the rock shows a faint banded
appearance in reflected light. Whether this "banding" is a
remnant of original foliation or has been produced during
alterationhas notbeen determined.
Part of the silicified rock at theMedley mine locality is
afault breccia, the fragmentsof whicharechert-like. What
might be called "ghosts" of shards are faintly discernible
in fragments in the breccia. The matrix of the breccia is
mostly radial microcrystalline quartzand coarsely crystal-
line quartz.
Silicified rock crops out onboth sides of StateHighway
166 at and near the Barrel Springs stage marker at about
lat. 30° 31.5' N., long. 104° 14' W. The most abundant
constituent,80percentof the rock,isquartz ingrainsup to
0.5 mm diameter, with an averagegrain size of 0.2 X 0.3
mm.Most of the grains have sutured boundaries. Micro-
crystalline quartz is interstitial to the coarser quartz
grains.Much, but not all, of the material at this locality
is coarsebreccia, but all is hard and resistant like chert.
The breccia and the roughly linear outcrop patternat this
locality suggestfaulting. Alluvial coverandpoor exposures
of the surrounding rocks make determination of the
amount of displacement unobtainable.
Snyder (1962,p.209) suggested that the silicified rock
at the Barrel Springs locality maybe partof the Cox(?)
sandstone whichcropsout farther north at the White Hills.
The composition and grain sizelend a measureof support
to this idea. On the other hand, there is a certain amount
of similarity between the textureof the silicified rock, as
seenin thin section, and someof the devitrified volcanic
rocks. This suggests that the silicified rock maybe altered
volcanic rock. Snyder (1962, p.209) also speculated that
these rocks maybe xenoliths brought frombelow and sub-
sequently silicified. This hypothesis must be considered,
because no other identical rock hasbeen found inthemap
area.
A striking,nearlycircular outcropof silicifiedrock about
half amile indiameter is located at lat. 30° 33.2'N., long.
104° 14.5' W.Snyder (1962,p.209) believed it likely that
hydrothermal solutions traveled along a cylindrical or
conical fracture and silicified the surrounding rocks. He
also was the first torecognize silicified pebbleconglomerate
of probable sedimentary origin in the easternpart of the
ring.Lamination in thepebbles strongly suggests the folia-
tion commonly present in welded tuff, which is abundant
in the area.Some pebbleshave amore "bedded" appear-
ance; these mayrepresentpebblesderived from water-lain
or air-fall tuff. It is, thus, believed that the pebble con-
glomerate isderived fromalocalsource.
Linear bodies of silicified rock extend into relatively
unaltered volcanic rocks in the southeast partof the map
area at lat. 30° 31.6' N., long. 104° 08' W. The relations
suggest that hydrothermalsolutions were derived from the
quartz microsyenite magma and travelled away from it
along fractures. Silicified rocks also are intimately asso-
ciated with a prominent north-south fault which passes
about one-third mile east of the "ring dike" in the south-
west part of the map area. A number of outcrops,
many of which are too small to be mapped individ-
ually, occur along this fault. Silicified rocks areassociated
with fractures at two of the three localities previously dis-
cussed. At the third locality, atand near the Medleymine,
the body of silicified rock is more or less horizontal and
tabular in shape, conformable with volcanic rocks above
and below. Furthermore, it grades laterally into unaltered
rock. It is thus hypothesized that the alteration is a result
of hydrothermal solutions travelling outward along frac-
tures from the quartzmicrosyenite magma and spreading
laterally where sufficient permeability was encountered.
Silicification postdates emplacementof the Wild Cherry
Formation, which is highly altered locally, and predates
emplacement of the Goat Canyon and MedleyFormations,
whichare unaffected.
Silicified rock at lat. 30° 33.2' N., long. 104° 14.5' W.
(the "ring dike") is cut by a northwest-striking fault,
downthrown to the west, with an undetermined, though
probably small, amount of displacement.Alittlemore than
a mile to the southeast, this same fault is cut by anorth-
south-striking fault along which therocks aresilicified.The
obvious inference tobe drawn isthat silicification and fault-
ingoverlappedintime.
Clay mineralized rocks.— Harvill (1961) determined
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whichof certainelements wereleft behind,which removed,
and which added duringalteration of rocks ina road cut
onStateHighway 118 at lat.30° 41.7' N., long.104° 05.6'
W.Heconcluded (Harvill,1961,p.39):
Acidic hydrothermal solutions between 100° C and 300° C altered
two different rocks, forming two differentclay minerals.The coarse
trachyte porphyry, which contained more MgO, FeaOs, FeO, and
Na20, yielded nontronite; the fine trachyte, which contained less,
yieldedkaolinite.Inboth rocksNa andX wereremoved,whileH2O
wasadded. The alterationof the coarse trachyte porphyry removed
Al and left behind Mg andFe; the alteration of the fine trachyte
removed Mg andFe and leftbehindAl. The alteringsolutionmoved
up along several channels through rocks, whichmaybemineralized
at depth.
The coarse trachyte porphyry to whichHarvill referred
ispartof theMount Locke Formation,and the fine trachyte
is theBarrelSpringsFormation.
Nontronite is more conspicuous than kaolinite because
rocks altered to nontronitehave abright greencolor. They
arelocally called "poison greenrock."Probablynontronite
ismoreabundant thankaolinite.
Several faults transect the area studied by Harvill
(1961), and he suggested that the altering solutions trav-
elled along these faults. At most other localities where
similarly altered rocks crop out, faults arenot evident and
the altered rocks are at or near the stratigraphic contact
between adjacent volcanic rock units. Such a contact is
present between the Mount Locke and Barrel Springs
Formations in themaparea.Altered rocks along this stra-
tigraphic contact arewell exposedin a roadcut onMount
Locke at lat. 30° 39.6' N., long. 104° 01.3' W. Green
alteration (nontronite) extends upward from the contact
for a distance of about 4 to 5 feet into the Mount Locke
Formationanddownward into the tuff of theBarrelSprings
Formation for about 2 feet.Similar relations occur atother
localities,but this is by far the best exposed. The altering
solutions apparently moved not only along faults but also
along stratigraphic contacts.
Structure
Volcanic rocks of the central Davis Mountains,as well
as those farther north (Zabriskie, 1951,p. 30), generally
dip 3° to 5° ina southwesterly direction. In Ryan Flat,
about 10 miles west of the central Davis Mountains,near
the town of Valentine, the Killam deep test well passed
through568 feet of alluviumbefore enteringvolcanic rocks
(Woodward, 1954). Hempkins (1962, pp.112-115) sug-
gested that theserocks are adownfaultedpartof theDavis
Mountains sequence of volcanic rocks. He cited seismic
evidence which suggests that the western boundaryof the
Davis Mountains ismarked by afault zone and that Ryan
Flat isagrabenorhalf-graben.
Baker and Bowman (1917) thought that the alignment
of Sawtooth Mountain,Mount Livermore,and Blue Moun-
tain (east of the map area) marks a gentle anticline, the
core of which is a syenite stock. Snyder (1962, p. 199)
pointed out that Blue Mountain is composed of gently
dippingvolcanic rocks rather than syenite. Quartz micro-
syenite,whichcrops out in the southeast cornerof the map
area just west of Blue Mountain, is more nearly in line
with Sawtooth Mountain and Mount Livermore than is
Blue Mountain.The alignment parallelsmany of themajor
structural features in Trans-Pecos Texas (Baker, 1935,
p.209).Locally, reversals of the generalsouthwesterly dip
can be recognized,but there isno single,well-defined anti-
cline.
Structure of Volcanic Rocks
Most of the faults which cut volcanic rocks are vertical,
or nearly so, as evidenced by the lack of bending of their
surface traces with changes in topography. One distinct
exception is located about 2 miles north-northeast of the
Medley ranch headquarters, about one-half mile west of
Medley's White Mountain. This fault, which dips 18° to
the southwest, is probably only a minor branch of the
steeplydipping fault with which itmergesto the west.Both
faults are downthrownto thewest.
Maximum vertical displacement of most faults ranges
from 25 to 75 feet. The greatest demonstrated vertical
displacement is about 150 feet, both on the north-south-
striking fault which crosses State Highway 166 on the
south side of the areaat 104° 13.7'W., and near the inter-
section of two generally northwest-striking faults at the
northeast end of the syncline which is located about 2%
miles southwest of thebenchmark onMount Livermore.
The north-south fault which crosses Highway 166 at
104° 13.7' W. is traceable for over 7 miles to the north
and anundetermined distance to the south. The attitude of
the fault rangesfrom vertical tosteeplydipping to the east.
Location of the fault trace is facilitatedby the intermittent,
but common, occurrence of silicified rock along its strike.
Verticaldisplacement along the fault issmall in the vicinity
of Merrill and Goat Canyons. The fault is covered by
alluvium from immediately east of HighPeak to north of
Goat Canyon. South of the alluvial area, the fault reaches
its maximum displacementof about 150 feet, upthrown to
the west. North of the alluvial area it is upthrown to the
east.It ismappedas one fault because (1) both thenorth-
ernand southernparts areroughly in line; (2) both parts
of the fault have abundant silicified rocks along them;and
(3) vertical displacement regularly increases for about 2
miles in both directions away from the covered areanear
the juncture of Goat andMerrill Canyons.Nearby shallow
intrusions west of the fault in the south, where silicified
rocks areespecially abundant,and east of the fault in the
north could account for the observeddisplacements. There
is no conclusive evidence for anearby intrusioneastof the
fault in thenorth,but it is not anunreasonable possibility.
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In the area west and north of Mount Locke, faults are
probably moreabundant than shown on thegeologic map.
Thegreat thickness of theMount LockeFormation,coupled
with itsuniform lithology, make detection of minor faults
extremely difficult.
Small folds have been produced at several localities by
drag along faults, but at least onesyncline was probably
produced by an intrusion.A sinuous,broad syncline, with
a gentle plunge ranging from west to south, is located in
the southern part of the mapareaabout half-way between
High Peak and Medley's White Mountain. The dips of
volcanic strata on the flanks of the southernmost part of
this syncline could be results of drag between faults. The
northern part of the syncline, where it trends generally
east-west, cannot be a result of drag,because there areno
nearby faults which have the correct orientations to pro-
duce such drag.Itisprobable that a shallow intrusionsouth
and east of the synclinal axis has deformed the overlying
volcanic rocks. A shallow intrusion is far fromanunreason-
able feature in this area,and certainly it could have pro-
duced the structure.
The most prominent faults in the southwestern,north-
central, and northeastern parts of the map areaare those
which strike generally northwest. This orientationis in
agreement with the regional trend.North and northeast of
the central Davis Mountains, by far the most common
strike of normal faults is northwest (JohnP.Brand, 1962,
oral communication). A zone through the center of the
map area, from the southeast, through the central part of
the area around Mount Livermore, on through the Saw-
tooth Mountain area,but particularly in the southeast and
central parts, is characterized by abundant faults in no
apparentregularpattern.The regional trend of northwest-
striking faults can be seen in this zone, but the structure
is complicated by many faults with other orientations,
even some with arcuate patterns. Almost all the rocks
clearlyrecognized as intrusive are in this zone. The align-
ment of the zone as a whole, furthermore, parallels the
regional northwest trend of intrusive bodies and major
faulting (McAnulty,1955, p.561).
The complexity of faulting in and around the zoneof
intrusionmight have developed from either of twomecha-
nisms: a seriesof local intrusions of slightly different ages;
or several,distinct,localized surges duringintrusionof one
large body of magma.The first explanation is favored be-
cause several bodies of intrusive rocks of different compo-
sitionsarepresentinthe zoneof intrusion.
Ignimbrites of the largest known volumes either are
associated with collapse structures or their source areas
are unknown (Smith, 1960a,p. 820).Recent workers in
Norway (Rutten and Van Everdingen, 1961) have sug-
gested that the Oslorhomb porphyries maybe ignimbrites.
The Oslo rocks certainly areassociated with amajor sub-
sidence structure, the Oslo graben (Barth, 1962,p.207).
Ignimbrites are,by far, the most abundant extrusive ma-
terial in the Davis Mountains and represent the draining
of a tremendous volume of magma from within the earth's
crust.Amajor subsidence structure, or structures, thus can
be expected in the source area, or areas, of the rocks.
Whether such a subsidence structure exists beneath the
Davis Mountains is not established but is thought to be
probable because the intrusive zone in the central Davis
Mountains is almost directly onastrikeof aboutN.30° W.
with thecentral intrusivemassesintheBigBenddepression
(Baker, 1935, pp.172-180). The Big Bend depression is
about 35 to40miles across andhas averticaldisplacement
of 4,000 to 6,000 feet below its northeastern and south-
westernboundaries (Baker,1935,p.173).
StructureofIntrusiveRocks
Joints and flow structures canbe useful clues in deter-
mining the mode of intrusionof an igneousbody,particu-
larly where contacts arenot exposed. Detailed, systematic
studies of these features in the intrusive rocks of the cen-
tral Davis Mountains have not been completedbut are in
progress as part of astudy of thequartzmicrosyenite body
of Sawtooth Mountain.
Several workinghypothesesare worthy of consideration
in future studies of joints and flow structures of the intru-
sive rocks: (1) The joints and flow structures may reflect
upward intrusionof a bodyof magma.(2) Theymayresult
from lateral movement of magma as it forms a sill. (3)
The joints may result from regional tectonic stresses. (4)
They may be release fractures which form upon removal
of overburden.
About 1mile north of StateHighway 166 in the south-
east corner of the map area, two of the prominent joint
sets in the quartz microsyenite are oriented N. 40° W.
82° E. and N. 15°-20° E. 76° W. These may represent
shear sets resulting from a maximum principal stress
oriented slightly east of south and steeply plunging to the
north. Such an orientation of stress is compatible with
forcible upward intrusionof asolid mass or anearly solid
bodyof magma.
The sub-radial joint pattern and the planar and linear
flow structures in the quartz microsyenite at Sawtooth
Mountain lend support to the hypothesis that the body is
a sill. The "feeder" of the sill is probably at the southeast
end of the mountain where thesurrounding volcanic rocks
dip inward up to 32° (cross section C-C). Hempkins
(1962,p. 102) interpreted this structure as a rimsyncline
which developed because of evacuation of the magma
chamber of quartz microsyenite during intrusion. The
inward dipsprobably didresult from theevacuation of the
magma chamber,but the presence of a complete rim syn-
cline is not established because the rocks dip inward only
on the southeast endof thebody.
Joints approximately parallel to the regional fault trend
probably have resulted from regional tectonic stresses.
Steeply dipping joints which strike N. 35°^15O W. are
found in quartz trachyte about 1mile southwest of the
benchmark on Mount Livermore. This orientation also is
parallel to several chlorite latite dikes, one of which in-
trudes quartz trachyteand another of whichintrudes quartz
microsyenite.
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One rather prominent joint set in quartz microsyenite
at Sawtooth Mountain has the same attitude as the planar
flow structure, about N. 50° W. B°-12° S. This joint set
probably resulted from pressure release at right angles to
the plane of planar flow structure as overburden was re-
moved duringerosion.
StructuralEvidenceofAgeRelations
Exposed contacts which might resolve the question of
relative ages of intrusive and extrusive rocks have not
been found,exceptat one locality. Ina streambed outcrop
at 30° 41.6' N., 104° 12' W., the SheepPasture Formation
iscutby quartzmicrosyenite.
It has been possible neither to establish that the local
intrusions weresources of most of the volcanic rocks nor
to determine whether most of the volcanic rocks were
erupted from ventsinthe central DavisMountains or from
elsewhere. Fault patterns in the central Davis Mountains
suggest,however, that theintrusive rocks areyounger than
most, if not all, of the extrusive rocks. The volcanic rocks
are cut by steeply dipping, generally northwest-striking,
gravity faults throughout the area.Only in the generally
northwest-trending belt of intrusive rocks are the volcanic
rocks cut by many faults with other orientations. The re-
gional northwesterly trend of faults is probably a result of
regional tectonic stresses. The belt of intrusions also fol-
lows this trend,probably because the northwesterly direc-
tion representsadirection of weakness along whichmagma
readily moved. The irregular array of faults in the in-
trusive zone is thought to be superposed on the older
northwest-trending regionalpatternof faults.
Hydrothermal silicification isprobably younger, or at
least noolder, than theemplacementof quartzmicrosyenite.
Linear trends of silicified rocks one-halfmile southof Bloys
Campground areroughlyparallel to a jointset which cuts
the quartz microsyenitenearby. The joint set strikes east-
northeast anddipsabout 90°.
GeologicHistory
Laramide faulting provided avenues for upward move-
ment of alkalic, monzonitic magma through Cretaceous
sedimentary rocks. The magmaprobably formed by re-
fusion of deeply buried, water-laden sediments. Rapid and
violent escape of the more volatile constituents of the
magmaproducedignimbrites andair-fall tuff asthemagma
reached the low pressure conditions near the surface.
Explosive activity began during late Eocene or Oligo-
cene timeandcontinued for anundetermined,thoughprob-
ably geologically short,time span. The cessation of ignim-
brite and air-fall tuff eruption has not been dated paleon-
tologically, but little erosion took place between the suc-
cessive pyroclastic depositsof the lower rhyolite, theupper
rhyolite, the SheepPastureFormation,andthe WildCherry
Formation in the centralDavisMountains.
The volatile content of the magma generally decreased
with time. The Merrill,Mount Locke, and MedleyForma-
tions, rock units with many characteristics intermediate
between those of rhyolitic ignimbrites and of ordinary lava
flows,were extrudedlate inthe phase of explosive activity.
The ignimbrites were probably disgorged from a large
number of fissures scattered throughout a region that in-
cludes the Big Bend depression on the southeast and the
Davis Mountains areaand the Sierra Vieja farther to the
northwest.
Following the explosive stage of igneous activity was a
periodcharacterizedbyshallow intrusions of magmawhich
rangedincomposition fromtrachyandesite toquartzmicro-
syenite.The intrusionswereemplaced along a pre-existing
northwest-trending zone of weakness.
During the intrusivephase of igneousactivity, theolder
volcanic rocks were intensely faulted. The relative ages of
most of theintrusive bodies arenot accurately established,
but the trachyandesite and latite of Mount Livermore are
inferred tobe theoldest.
The intrusions of quartz microsyenite and quartz tra-
chyte probably occurred close together in time. It is also
probable that the Goat Canyon and Brooks Mountain
Formations, both of which are trachyte, were extruded
one after the other at about the same time that the two
intrusions were emplaced.
Followingdeposition of the Wild CherryFormationand
before deposition of either the Medley or Goat Canyon
Formations,hydrothermalactivity alteredmany of thepre-
existing rocks. Hydrothermal solutions moved upward
along fractures and spread laterally wherepossible.Highly
siliceous rocks weremost commonly produced in the south-
western part of the area, but, locally, kaolinite was pro-
duced. Kaolinite and nontronite were the most abundant
products of hydrothermal activity in the northeastern part
of the area but also were formed in other places. The
original composition of the altered rock, rather than that
of the alteringsolution,was the controlling factor in deter-
mining whether kaolinite ornontronite was formed.
The areally restricted "Eppenauer" basalt was erupted
before deposition of the Wild Cherry Formation but was
not noticeably affected by hydrothermal solutions. The
vent from which it was emitted wasprobably in thenorth-
easternpartof the area.
Another basalt unit,the Jones Formation, was emplaced
in the extreme southwestern part of the areaand farther
west.Itwasprobablyextruded no earlier than the "Eppen-
auer"basalt,andpossibly agreatdeallater.
The Davis Mountains region has been dissected rather
thoroughly by stream erosion since cessation of igneous
activity. Sub-radial drainage has developed around the
topographically high area defined by Mount Livermore
and SawtoothMountain.
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